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Bremen remains an extremely attractive property location. This is demonstrated by the very good developments in all segments of the property market. Thus, floor-space turnover on the office property market just missed the threshold of 100,000 m² rental space in the previous year – at vacancy rates of only 3%. Admittedly, 2018 began in a somewhat more reserved manner, but the planned new-builds will drive sales up further in the coming quarter at the latest – including the new Sparkasse headquarters in the heavily in-demand Bremen Technology Park.

New development and construction projects also allow extremely lively growth to be expected on the market for logistics property. Even now, the total property portfolio amounts to over 2.8 million m². Of this, 60% is due on areas that are particularly interesting to investors – four times as much as the average for Germany. This underlines the enormous capital assets of Bremen as an interface in international goods transport. Accordingly, sales also rose strongly again in the first half of 2018.

Likewise, a markedly high dynamism is emerging in Bremen’s retail. Numerous property projects are in planning inside and outside the A1 locations, which will noticeably raise the shopping and living quality in the city centre. Among those that can be named are the planned or already in implementation conversions of the Parkhaus Mitte site, the Lloydhof, the Bremer Carree and the Johann-Jacobs-Haus.

In 2017, there was a completion record on the Bremen residential market – related to the last five years. Additional large construction projects are continuing this trend. Nevertheless, construction activities are insufficient to meet the increasing demand and to cool price rises. The high assets pressure is not least leading to a rise in purchase prices for new apartments of up to 12% at the peak. The Bremen investment market is also profiting from asset pressure on the capital markets. More than half a billion Euro were turned over in the previous year. Admittedly, volumes fell back slightly in the first half of 2018, but Bremen remains clearly in the focus of investors.

You too can use the potential on the Bremen property market. This report will provide you with the facts and figures to do so. We look forward to meeting you in person.

Andreas Heyer
CEO
WFB Wirtschaftsförderung Bremen GmbH
(BremenInvest)
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VACANCY RATE OF 3.0 % REMAINS AT THE LOWEST LEVEL
In 2017, office space sales of 99,500 m² in total were posted – equally distributed over both halves of the year. Despite a slight decline in comparison with the previous year, the result was almost 10,000 m² above the average of the last 5 years (89,700 m²). The largest transaction completed related to the new corporate headquarters of Kühne + Nagel, which is currently being built on 9,500 m² in Bremen city centre. However, owner occupations such as this only made up a good 10 % of total sales in 2017.

At about 38,500 m², floor-space turnover in the first half of 2018 was at a lower level than in the first halves of 2017 and 2016. To date, there have not been any sales of space of more 5,000 m², for which experience suggests mostly owner occupiers come into question. The largest transaction so far was carried out by the co-working provider Spaces, which rented 3,200 m² in the Ansgarhaus. However, the Sparkasse Bremen is planning to build a new headquarters in the Technology Park in the fourth quarter of 2018. With this large owner-occupied property, floor space turnover could be around 90,000 m² at the end of the year.

**Smaller sales characterise the market**

Almost 60 % of sales was due on space of up to 1,000 m² in 2017. Only a few large transactions completed with more than 5,000 m² were registered. In addition to the Kühne + Nagel owner occupation already mentioned, these included large lettings to the municipality of Bremen and Mondelez. The latter added up to total turnover of about 21,300 m² – barely less than medium-sized lettings of between 1,000 and 5,000 m².

Market activities in 2018 were characterised by sales in the small and medium-sized segment in the first half of the year. About 17,500 m² has involved spaces of up to 500 m² to date. A total of 15,900 m² involved spaces of between 1,000 and 5,000 m². Thus, both segments each made up more than 40 % of registered sales. In contrast, the result for spaces of between 500 and 1,000 m², with sales of approximately 5,100 m², were lower than in the same period in previous years (for current large transactions see above).

**Technology Park and Airport-Stadt still popular**

In 2017, the Überseestadt was the location with the highest office floor space turnover for the second year in a row. The result even slightly exceeded with 31,500 m² the volume of the previous year. Überseestadt was closely followed by the Bremen city centre with nearly 28,500 m². With less than 5,500 m², the city outskirts represented the lowest office floor space turnover in 2017. Market development in 2018 has been determined by sales in the city centre so far. At
over 16,000 m² more than 40% of registered floor space turnover was located here. Behind the city centre came the Technology Park. Despite comparatively weak sales in the previous year, a medium-term scarcity of space emerges here. Not least the recently planned Sparkasse newbuild, underscores the great attractiveness of the location.

Several completions were also posted in the office location Airport-Stadt/Airport in the past few months – primarily in the medium-sized segment. Companies from the surrounding area in particular are using the range of space in order to relocate to the Bremen urban area. In contrast, sales activities in the Überseestadt proved to be very reserved. Volumes to date are well below the levels of the two previous years. However, a significant rise can be assumed: Newbuild areas will be available here in the short-, medium- and long-term which are enjoying huge demand, particularly in the Überseestadt.

Equisly high demand from all sectors

Sales in the first half of 2018 were distributed relatively evenly across the sectors under consideration. None of them accounted for a share of more than 20%. The highest sales were generated by companies from the collective category "Other services", "Forwarding, Production and Trade" – which in 2017 was still responsible for more than one third of total sales – only made second place this time. Furthermore, "Communication and Information" and the "public sector", made up more than 10,000 m² together. In the further course of the year the "Banks/Financial Services" sector could suddenly gain importance – if the new Sparkasse building is still started this year as planned.

Completions grow further in 2018

In 2017, very little new office space was completed: 9,600 m² in newbuilds and 8,500 m² in renovated properties. The largest property, the Lofthaus 1 in the Überseestadt, opened with over 4,400 m² of office space. The first half of 2018 clearly exceeded the previous year’s result. The Office Center Überseestadt with 10,500 m² and the 24.7 twentyfourseven in the Technology Park with 8,800 m² were completed. If all newbuild projects whose completion is planned for 2018 open on time, the new space will amount to about 35,000 m² in total. The stock of office space would thus rise to nearly 3.45 million m². The completion of additional projects has already been announced for the upcoming 2019 – with volumes of more than 50,000 m² in total.

Vacancies continue to be at a low level

In view of the addition of only 10,000 m² of space combined with relatively high floor space turnover, vacancies noticeably fell in 2017. At the end of the year, 110,300 m² of Bremen office space was empty. Thus, absolute vacancies in comparison with the previous year fell by more than 8,000 m² and the vacancy rate by 0.3% to 3.0%.

Peripheral areas benefited from the low number of completions and the high demand in the city centre in particular. Vacancies were reduced here and rent levels rose.

In 2018 a much higher-volume completion emerges in Bremen. A significant reduction in office vacancies in the urban district will therefore barely be possible – despite expected total sales of about 90,000 m². Stable vacancies of around 110,000 m² are probable – slightly above the structural vacancy level.

The least free space will be in the Überseestadt. Several properties will be completed here in 2018, which are already almost completely let. It was possible to reduce vacancies at this location slightly to 4,000 m². The picture is similar for the offices in Technology Park/University and Airport-Stadt: newbuild projects were also completed here as well. As both locations are enjoying rising demand, the vacancy rate should also fall slightly here as well. It looks somewhat differently in the city centre: the continued highest vacancy rate of 40,000 m² results from space that is unsuitable for the market. The reduction in vacancies will be correspondingly low. On the city outskirts, vacancies may even grow somewhat in view of the redistributions in favour of office locations. In peripheral locations it can be assumed that the vacancy situation will remain almost unchanged in 2018.

Rents rise in top locations and stagnate on the outskirts

The highest rents in 2017 were also reached in the Überseestadt. Over the course of the year the level per month and square metre rose to €13.30 for prime rents and €11.30 on average. The city centre also posted prime rent increases of up to €12.80/m² and €8.60/m² on average.

In view of the completion of attractive newbuild space, the Überseestadt will retain its top position on the Bremen office market. Increase in top rents to €13.80/m² and up to €14.00/m² can be expected. The average rent level will adjust accordingly to approximately €11.50/m².

Rents will also rise in the city centre. At the end of 2018, they could top up to €13.00/m². In contrast, rents in the less popular city outskirts may stagnate. The prices in peripheral locations also will not grow as quickly as in the previous year. However, the rent level here, in comparison with other locations, is so low that a slight rise can be assumed nevertheless – to €7.10/m² on average or €8.60/m² at the peak.

Vacancies Bremen city in national comparison 2018 in m²**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Vacancies Bremen city in national comparison 2018 in m²**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bremen</td>
<td>110,000 (3.0 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg</td>
<td>156,500 (3.6 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td>203,000 (4.4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td>141,000 (1.5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>264,000 (4.9 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distribution of vacancies at Bremen office locations 2018 in m²*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Vacancies Bremen city in national comparison 2018 in m²**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Überseestadt</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport-Stadt</td>
<td>9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Park/Univ.</td>
<td>12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Centre</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Outskirts</td>
<td>24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size categories of letting 2018 in m²**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Category</th>
<th>Vacancies Bremen city in national comparison 2018 in m²**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 500 m²</td>
<td>32,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 1,000 m²</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 5,000 m²</td>
<td>25,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 5,000 m²</td>
<td>12,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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IN 2018 THE FLOOR SPACE TURNOVER ROSE TO APPROX. 187,000 m²
With about 3 million employees, logistics in Germany is one of the largest economic sectors, right behind the automotive sector and retail. Due to its location on the Weser and in the centre of Europe, Bremen has a key position. Huge quantities of goods arrive at the high-performance container terminals in Bremerhaven, which are largely picked and/or refined in Bremen. Goods that land in Hamburg and Wilhelmshaven reach their destinations via Bremen ever more frequently. This creates important competitive advantages for internationally active companies. Because at the centre of the three large ports Bremen offers optimal conditions for highly efficient logistics: infrastructures and services at a constantly high level and continuous improvements and innovations that make it possible to keep up with the growing challenges of globalisation.

Current portfolio: over 2.8 million m² of warehouse space

The economic effects on the region are huge. With about 115,000 employees in total, the logistics sector is one of the most important branches of the economy in the metropolitan region of Bremen-Oldeburg. The service providers involved benefit from the broad know-how and highly qualified staff in the area. Planned logistics locations also meet with very high acceptance among the Bremen population – in contrast to many other locations.

In the period currently under consideration, the portfolio of logistics warehouse space in Bremen rose to 2,927 million m². 228 properties were recorded in the city alone. In contrast, for example, to the so-called “Big 5 conurbations”, the figures do not include space in the surrounding regions. Furthermore, it is remarkable that about 50% of all logistics property in the North West is concentrated in the Hanseatic city. This shows the substance of the Bremen logistics property market – for example, in comparison with a region such as Hamburg with a portfolio of space of approximately 4.5 million m².

The portfolio interesting to investors in Bremen amounts to more than 1.8 million m². These properties are at least 8,000 m² in size, have a height clearance of at least 6.5 m and were built after 1985. It is estimated that such coveted space makes up only 15% of the portfolio in Germany; in Bremen, however, approximately 60%. This proves the great attractiveness of the location to investors.

Much higher floor space turnover and contract closings

The floor space turnover in the period under consideration of 2018 has risen to a pleasing 186,890 m² (previous year 153,000 m²). New user agreements were concluded for 25 properties (previous year 18), 7 of which with an area of 10,000 m² and more (previous year also 7).

The five Bremen logistics centres (GVZ – Cargo Distribution Center, Hansaline Industrial Estate, Bremer Kreuz business park, Überseehafen and Industriehafen) form the logistics interfaces between the regions Muenster/Osnabrück, Hannover and Hamburg. Thus, for example, trading companies can supply the entire North West from one industrial estate. Production businesses can also produce their merchandise close to their customers. This makes the Federal State of Bremen one of the world’s most efficient port and logistics locations.

Vacancy rate rises to German average for the first time

136,500 m² in total are available immediately for logistics activities (previous year 20,000 m²). Thus, in comparison with the previous year the vacancy rate has risen significantly – from 0.71% to 4.83%. This is primarily attributable to a logistics facility with approximately 70,000 m² becoming vacant. This report has recorded older properties of more than 10,000 m² that are for sale or to let. The
range makes clear not least the potential for brownfield developments in Bremen.

Unchanged price level
At € 3.24/m², the average rental price level has remained constant. High-quality properties reach monthly net rents of € 4.00/m² and more. By comparison, the increasing scarcity of space has become noticeable in the monthly rents in other conurbations: for example, while Hamburg demands between € 4.50 and € 450/m² in Munich. Prices have risen almost nationwide, most strongly in the regions Berlin, Stuttgart and Munich. In Bremen, plots of land cost € 45/m² on average – and thus 40–50% less than in Hamburg, for example.

The purchase price ranges for developed logistics land diverge just as much: while these are between € 20 and € 60/m² in the Erfurt region, they reach between € 350 and € 450/m² in Munich. Prices have risen almost nationwide in the past five years, most strongly in the regions Berlin, Stuttgart and Munich. In Bremen, plots of land cost € 45/m² on average – and thus 40–50% less than in Hamburg, for example.

GVZ (Cargo Distribution Center): Role model for logistics in Germany and Europe as before, the GVZ Bremen is one of the most important logistics interfaces in Europe. Its reliable traffic infrastructure with a junction on the main motors driving the development of the logistics centre. Visible signs of development work for additional logistics areas and plots of land verify the planned growth and future prospects.

In the first half of 2018, nearly 48% of logistics floor space turnover was generated in the GVZ. The vacancy rate is currently 5.2%. About 40% of the warehouse space is designed as standard properties – according to the requirements of previous project developers and investors. Approximately 20% of the warehouse space has the potential to be revitalised – and this without having to fear the classic risks for brownfield developments. On the basis of current developments in the GVZ, the property portfolio will break the 1.5 million m² barrier at the end of the year.

Port of Hemelingen, Hansalinie and Bremer Kreuz: central to the automotive industry
The Bremen Mercedes-Benz plant provides impetus for a variety of logistics processes and thus for numerous successful corporate relocations on the Hansalinie commercial estate. Another argument has recently been added: the 4-lane expansion of the A1 motorway towards Ham-}

burg, the central transport artery of Northern Germany. This makes the Hansalinie the fulcrum of the further development of Bremen as an automotive location – supplemented by logistics properties in the Port of Hemelingen and at Bremer Kreuz Business Park.

26% of the floor space turnover in total was carried out in production logistics in the first half of 2018. The current vacancy rate is 4.83%. All warehouse space is tailored to the individual requirements of the project developers and investors.

Outlook for 2019: dynamic market constantly changing
The current vacancies, and also the many new development and construction projects, allow lively growth in the market to be expected – in the entire logistics sector and in all associated merchandise and services sectors. The latter will primarily have positive influences on investment and location decisions.

The first companies in procurement and production logistics have already started activities in the new Hansalinie construction phase. Additional construction activities have begun. The same applies to the GVZ Bremen. One of the largest German logistics service providers is heavily investing there in consumer goods distribution – and thus in higher supply quality in the end customer business.
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RETAIL-RELEVANT PURCHASING POWER CONTINUES TO RISE

€ 3,846 MIO
Bremen is one of the most popular shopping cities in Germany – favoured by its good transport connections, attractive city centre and numerous tourist attractions. There are more than 1 million people in its catchment area and a growing number of tourists from Germany and abroad.

What is on offer is correspondingly varied. With more than 700 stores, 200 catering establishments and 50 cultural facilities the historic city centre reveals an urban flair. The covered shopping passages also offer a really unique selling proposition: visitors can shop in complete comfort whatever the weather.

In the picturesque side areas, such as the Schnoor quarter or the Böttcherstraße, small shops with select ranges invite shoppers to stroll. Outside in the urban districts generously-sized shopping centres and specialist store centres impress with their huge ranges.

Strong A1 locations
The main axes of the city centre are made up of the Sögestraße and the Obern- and Hutfilterstraße. The latter has the highest pedestrian frequency in Bremen. The tram tracks on both streets ensure optimal accessibility from all districts of the city. Numerous large clothes stores have located here, including Peek & Cloppenburg, Anson’s, H&M and Zara.

In contrast, the retailer structure in the Sögestraße is more small-scale due to the historic buildings. The shops are interspersed by restaurants.

The special atmosphere is reflected in the range which make spending some time here highly attractive: Valuable brands, such as COS (H&M’s premium line), the menswear provider Wormland and the jeweller Wempe are at home in the Sögestraße.

Right next door the covered all-weather passages win friends with a wide range. For example, there are important anchor companies, such as Saturn, Galeria Kaufhof and Karstadt in the 250 m LLOYD PASSAGE. The Katharinen and also Domhof-Passage are, in contrast, distinguished by smaller, but just as reputable stores, including Lacoste, van Laack and Wofford.

Dynamic retail
The vacancy rate in the city centre is at the usual level. In the A1 locations vacancies are extremely rare and due to construction measures, and thus only temporarily. In 2017 alone, there was a lot of movement with about 35 new openings, both in A-locations and also increasingly in good B-locations. A sign of the attractiveness of the city centre.
Noteworthy new lots in the Sögestraße in the past few years include the H&M premium line COS and the online optician Mister Spex. On the Obernstraße, Nanu-Nana has rented a branch on two floors, while the chemist’s chain dm has been able to expand its store on the Hütterstraße after Butlers moved out. The menswear provider William found a successor from the premium segment for its store on the Knochenhauerstraße: BTQUE Omen.

The menswear provider Mister Spex. On the Obernstraße, Nanu-Nana has years include the H&M premium line COS and the online provider Appelrath Cüpper has already been set as new anchor tenant, and will commence its business on about 2,400 m² of sales space in 2019.

Also the recently sold Bremer Carree is going to be comprehensively modernised. The women’s fashion provider Appelrath Cüpper has already been set as the new anchor tenant, and will commence its business on about 2,400 m² of sales space in 2019.

Additional new space for retail and restaurants is emerging due to the newbuild of Johann-Jacobs-Haus and the development of Stadthaus and Kontorhaus. These and other properties, which are summarised under the project name BALGEQUARTIER, are upgrading the city centre and creating new pedestrian zones up the Schlachte and Weser.

Extensive urban developments are also emerging in the locations outside the A1 areas:

→ In recent cooperative workshop first ideas for an important part of the Sparkasse am Brill site located in the city centre were presented. After moving of Sparkasse to the Technology Park, buildings are planned here with a high proportion of apartments, offices and retail space.

→ The City Gate on Bahnhofsvorplatz (near to main railway station) will offer a prestigious gateway to Bremen city centre from spring 2019. The mixed-use property, which consists of two buildings, has in addition to two hotels, also offices, practices, catering establishments (including Hans im Glück, Vapians) and retail space (including dm, Woolworth, REWE).

→ The new build Wallkontor on the site of the former department store Harms am Wall will make the connection between Am Wall and the city centre more visible and attractive.

Customers will find extraordinary and individual ranges primarily in the touristy Schnoor quarter or in the hip “Viertel” on Ostertorsteinweg. In addition to small-scale retail, these locations offer a unique mix of restaurants and culture, that make an important contribution to the urban quality of life in Bremen.

Popular city districts

There are numerous shopping opportunities in Bremen city districts that supplement the range in the city centre. Several large shopping centres (including Waterfront and Weserpark) and specialist market centres (including shopping centre Duckwitz) offer everything people in the surrounding area and the region need to live. Due to their favourable location for traffic, all locations are convenient to reach.

Incomparable pedestrian frequencies

Pedestrian frequencies in the A1 locations in Bremen city centre are measured regularly; this year on Thursday 7 June and on Saturday, 9 June. Both days were unusually hot with temperatures of more than 30°C, which affected visitor numbers. Accordingly, the measurement results were below the level of the previous year on both days. However, it can be seen that frequencies in the cool mornings were higher than in the previous year. In the lower Sögestraße these figures even exceed those of the previous year on Thursday. However, it has to be stated that this year’s measurements are only comparable to a limited extent due to the weather. A declining trend cannot be derived from these. Instead, a stable development in pedestrian frequency can be assumed.

Outlook for 2019

The development of Bremen retail remains exciting and promising. The variety of upcoming projects and building sites to be expected sets great challenges for the city. However, the opportunities are even greater. All these projects have the potential to sustainably upgrade the city centre and make it an even more attractive regional shopping destination.

In parallel to this, in Bremen-Vegesack there will also be a very promising new start – through the conversion of the shopping centre Haven Höövt and subsequent occupation by the new anchor tenant Kaufland.

All developments are making a decisive contribution to strengthening Bremen as a retail location – in competition with other cities and increasing online retail.

Pedestrian frequency Bremen city centre Obernstraße

Pedestrian frequency Bremen city centre Sögestraße

Pedestrian frequency (Saturday 9 June 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Hütterstraße</th>
<th>Sögestraße</th>
<th>Obernstraße</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>21,524</td>
<td>17,822</td>
<td>30,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>19,737</td>
<td>16,069</td>
<td>27,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>18,285</td>
<td>15,069</td>
<td>23,957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>17,914</td>
<td>13,596</td>
<td>23,557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Development of retail rents in the city districts €/m²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>A1 locations</th>
<th>A1 spots</th>
<th>A1 average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>125.00</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018*</td>
<td>Forecast</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Forecast

Top rents

Average rents

Development of retail rents in the city centre €/m²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>A1 locations</th>
<th>A1 spots</th>
<th>A1 average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018*</td>
<td>Forecast</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Forecast

Top rents

Average rents
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Re-urbanisation tendencies are continuing, associated with a migration balance that is leading to further population growth. At the same time, the low interest rates are ensuring that pressure on assets does not ease. This combination is also generating uninterrupted high demand on the Bremen housing market.

The construction industry is reacting. Since 2011, the number of approvals for newbuilds have risen continuously. 2017 significantly exceeded the previous peak of 2015 – with a focal point on multi-storey residential construction. 2017 also saw the most completions registered in the last 5 years.

New large projects are planned in the new city location on the water, in the Überseestadt, in the Old Town and on the Stadtwerder as well as in integrated locations. These include the garden city Werdersee (approx. 600 units), the Hulsberg Quarter (approx. 1,200 units) and the former Brinkmann building in Woltmershausen (approx. 1,200 units).

**Purchase prices are rising**

Compared to 2017, purchase prices per newbuild m² have risen again by nearly 6% on average, at the top end by as much as approx. 12%. Thus, in 2018 these are over €3,700/m² or €5,500/m². The highest prices over €6,000/m² have been posted in the Old Town project “Stephanitor” and the Marcusallee in Bremen-Horn.

The development seen in previous years has continued on the rental market. Prices have also gone up in 2018, but less dynamically. The increase here has been restricted to 3% on average and 5% at the top end. In the top segment €15.00/m² was reached, in some cases even more. The average rents in newbuilds have risen to approx. €11.30/m² and thus somewhat less than in 2017.

**Decoupling purchase and rental prices**

It remains the case that purchase prices have risen faster than rents once again. Over the past 5 years, average rents have gone up by 16.5%, purchase prices by 28%. Due to this increasing price decoupling, net yields have come under further pressure. This has had effects in the transaction market. At the top end the multiple for apartment building now factors 24, on average 19.5. This is equivalent to a renewed rise compared to the previous year.
The increased investment activity has continued: With transaction volumes of 575 million Euro, 2017 exceeded the very good result of the previous year by more than 20%. Especially the first half of the year demonstrated the great investment interest in Bremen – with investments of over 320 million Euro. This is the highest half-year and annual turnover since the beginning of the market observation.

Many small and medium-sized transactions
Nearly 60% of the total annual volumes was due on purchases with a value of less than 25 million Euro. Once again, there were only a few large transactions for more than 50 million Euro. For example, a logistics/industrial property for nearly 80 million Euro and the Sparkasse headquarters am Brill sold for about 50 million Euro.

Peripheral locations gaining importance
The stronger investments in logistics and industrial properties made up a volume of 155 million Euro in 2017. This was only exceeded by investments in offices and business premises, which added up to approximately 236 million Euro. In contrast, the investment market for retail properties continued to remain stable at a low level. What was important here was the sale of the shopping centre Haven Höövt in Bremen-Vegesack.

With the interest in logistics/industrial properties, the importance of peripheral locations also rose in 2017. In total, over 200 million Euro was invested in these locations – just a little less than in the city and much more than in the popular office locations.

2018 no large transactions (so far)
The first half of the year was not able to build on the previous year. Registered investments of nearly 190 million Euro are not, however, a bad result, but more average. There have been no transactions for more than 25 million Euro to date. Nevertheless, Bremen is more in demand among investors than ever. Concluded transactions have already been recorded or announced for the second half of the year. It is also possible that some investments from the first half of the year will only become known later. Against this background, it seems a total result of nearly 450 million Euro on the Bremen investment market is very much.